
Interpaylink and iDenfy are Collaborating to
Provide Traders with Seamless Yet Secure
Online Payment Solution

iDenfy commits to provide Interpaylink

with an advanced identity verification

solution to verify its customers' identity

remotely.

KAUNAS, LITHUANIA, October 13, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Interpaylink is a

well-known online payment brand

running under the supervision of the

company named International

Payment Union. The company offers a

wide range of services to make the

lives of traders pretty easier. These

services include global payment,

currency exchange, and multi-currency

accounts. Interpaylink is issued with an

electronic money license from the

Bank of Lithuania.

The company aims to offer traders of

Europe and Asia seamless yet secure

payment options. Therefore, they have

tied up with iDenfy,  that will be helping

them conduct ID verification of their customers.

Interpaylink allows traders and investors to receive payment in 39 currencies and send

payments in 73 currencies worldwide. However, since they can't meet its Asian clients (doing

business in Europe) face-to-face, the company authenticates their identities using iDenfy's AI-

enabled identity verification solution. 

iDenfy is a renowned identity verification solution provider based in Lithuania, offers remote

verification solutions to individuals and businesses across the globe. The company will enable

Interpaylink to check and authenticate the ID documents of its users remotely. iDenfy helps

them conduct verification using a reliable non-F2F identity verification solution and gratify all the

EU technical and legal requirements.

http://www.einpresswire.com


iDenfy has an advanced ID detection solution capable of analyzing 1300 types of government-

issued ID documents from more than 200 countries. With this advanced feature, the

identification of Asia-pacific clients will be much easier.

Interpaylink is quite excited about this partnership because it will make their operations and

onboarding process smooth for its Asia-pacific clients operating in Europe. 

Gvidas Grinkas, the CEO of Interpaylink, says, "I'm sincerely happy for choosing iDenfy. The

quality of the outsourced iDenfy service we get matches the quality of such world-known brands

as DowJones we use for PEP/Sanctions screening. And we are looking to long-term cooperation

with iDenfy's friendly and helpful team".

On the other hand, iDenfy is also very much pleased to enter into this new partnership.

Domantas Ciulde, the CEO of iDenfy, states that we are super excited about the new partnership.

It's our honor that we're partnering with such a renowned global payment company. He further

says, "We promise that we will strive to provide the best identity verification solution so that

Interpaylink can go beyond all geographical borders to offer their online payment services".

Interpaylink has integrated its mobile app with iDenfy. iDenfy takes a picture of the client and

their ID document to check whether they are tampered or forged. This data is sent to

interpaylink's server and from where they can retrieve it anytime.

According to Interpaylink, the partnership brings smooth onboarding for them as well as their

clients. They further say that iDenfy is helping them break geographical borders for payments

and proceed towards global growth.  
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/528312338
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